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About This Game

The Voice in the Void is a bizarre, hilarious RPG with timing-based combat. Travel to the surreal Land of the Dead, where
unusual characters and fiendish monsters await at every turn! You'll unleash an arsenal of attacks, use an abundance of unusual

items, solve mysterious puzzles, go up against armies of restless spirits, and even challenge the Grim Reaper himself!

-Battle over 55 fully animated, unique enemies in fast-paced combat that will test your reflexes.

-Interact with a multitude of weird and funny characters across various exciting locations.

-Explore the colorful worlds of the land of the dead, full of wonderful treasures and fearsome foes.

-Fight in heart-pounding boss battles with the strongest inhabitants of the land of the dead.

-Enjoy colorful graphics and catchy 8-bit music along the way.
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Play as Moltres, Articuno and Zapdos against the Angry Birds. its good for learning logistics. Small but very fun game.. This
game is kind of a mixed bag. I'll start with the good stuff.

-The graphics are OUTSTANDING. If you take the time to admire the environment, the amount of detail that went into the
 textures, lighting etc. is better than some AAA games.

-The combat isn't just a brain dead "fire until you have no ammo" for once and requires some strategy and stealth. The AI also
has a unique way of fighting that I've never seen in a game before (I won't spoil it.)

-The soundtrack is very nice (couldn't find any other words.)

-The controls are very responsive and you can quickly execute a number of actions.

As for the bad stuff...I couldn't really find anything to complain about except the story. I finished the game within 8 hours, but
that's because I rushed through some levels and didn't collect some items (which I regret now.) At the end of the 8 hours and the
final credit scene closed I felt a little incomplete. However, I still would recommend this game, as this game is unique and is a
good expierience.

TLDR: Everything about this game is amazing and if you don't mind having a somewhat incomplete ending, I would heavily
recommend this game.

. Game now works on Linux as well. Very fun to play. Open mic setting doesn't seem to work with PulseAudio though. Gladly
theres a huge variety of radios in-game.
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This game presents some problems in the gameplay, it is repetitive and presents several gaps in the plot, especially in the end.
The price also seems to me somewhat excessive. However, the story is an interesting, though simple, approach to a certain
concept of evil: everything and everyone is a tool for your goals and your actions, no matter how brutal they are, they are
justified. I like how this game can lead to reflections on the moral implications of these issues, or at least on how and why the
game fails to address these issues.. Fun to play timeless games.. My two cents on this game mainly points at the adventure of this
game, or lack-of. When it comes to combat, yeah the combat is good, fun, dashing around blowing up goons just like I did in
Borderlands, traversing across a fairly large map in different vehicles has it's perks - even though a lot of the map you'll never go
to because there's simply nothing there.. but anyway -

If you're looking for a similar experience to Skyrim or Fallout and even FarCry where you have a massive map to work with,
many quests \/ missions\/ jobs to do even after you finish the story, then look somewhere else. If you commit to the story of this
game you'll have it done in about 12 hours, give or take depending on difficulty \/ commitment. After that you won't feel a
commitment to this game, even when you drop as much money as you did (which is quite sad I think).

As for non-story jobs - you'll get excited for maybe an hour or two in the 'Finish all these challenges' mentality, but soon realise
that it's extremely repetitive and and in the end, bloody tedious.

I might be more inclined not to give it a bad review if it was priced closer to \u00a330. \u00a320 would be a snatch. However I
do feel like I was cheated given the price of this game and the experience I had. Definitely get it on sale if you're going to:

How much would you spend for 10 hours of your time?

. Really easy to get the badge and just plain fun game. This sequel is not a let down at all. Not only does the game rock in visuals
and with the cool things integrated like being able to play a youtube song and it can pick it up. Thats awesome. I no longer have
to download my music in order to play this which is a mega change for me. The leader boards are all there, they now have
custom ships just like the DLC in the first game. Everything handles different. You can make your own ships. There are a ton of
upgrades and weapons you can choose between I personally stick to defense though which there are many options for. Overall
this is the sequel I was wanting and im glad STARG made it!

INSANELY HIGHLY RECOMMENDED. This game is♥♥♥♥♥♥ People love this game and candy crush and they are just
repetitive matching games that have pretty much no innovation. The only way you'll do well in this game is if you play luxor all
the time. You have to stop 2 different trains of colors that are completely rainbows and move super fast and have super short
tracks. Not even the mechanics make sense or follow a set rule. If you form a combination of three sometimes the chain will
shrink backwards to the closest ones, but other times the ones on the side towards the end will keep getting pushed forward,
meaning each time you try forming a group of 3 on them they keep moving further and further forward which makes no sense
since you have to form 3 to stop it. You basically have to get lucky and get a special power or you already lose, which makes no
sense. You never get the colors you need and the things move 30 miles an hour. Then if you form a group of 3 and break the
chain but it still pushes the other side forward into the end thing you lose. You only get 3 lives then you lose everything, and it's
not explained how you get more lives, are there tons of power ups and different symbols that fall but you have no idea what
most of them are and if you actually need them or they do anything. Not to mention they fall super fast and sometimes 3 at a
time meaning you miss 2/3 the stuff because you're busy trying to stop the chain thats moving way too fast on the super short
track. Unless you're one of the casual luxor/beweled/(insert any other repetitive♥♥♥♥♥♥casual game derps eat up) then don't
waste your time on this steaming pile. 4.5/10.. Cover stuff with paint
Rotate it and wrap in string
Peaceful; chillaxing

Beautiful design, music and execution. There isn't much to it, but that's the point. It's a fun little puzzler for a rainy day or a long
bus ride.. After experiencing several CRASHES within the 20-30 mins of gameplay (took several times in just 2 places, easily
doubling the time) I just gave up. I loved this game back when I got it on a CD from a bargain bin and thought it would be nice
to have it on my Steam library. A big mistake. There is no Steam support for this game whatsoever. DO NOT BUY. No. Don't
do it. It is not worth it. I do not know if the original CD would still work though, I might have to check that out. But Steam
version is just broken beyond repair.. Not a lot of motion if you get sick
+Good game to watch people get scared
+Zombie Wave Shooter
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-/+Decent price for Content

-Little dated
-Stand still whole time

3/5

How would you run from a zombie? In this game you wouldn't. One of the better Stand still Wave shooters, however a little
dated. It doesn't use free assets, and it's got a lot of content.

If you liked this review Click here and follow for more reviews of VR titles. And Click here if you want to request reviews on
other VR titles.
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